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Abstract

Low power dissipation (PD) during testing is emerging as one of the major objectives of a built-in self-test (BIST)

designer. In this paper we examine the testability of multipliers based on Booth encoding and Wallace tree summation

of the partial products and we present a methodology for deriving a low power BIST scheme for them. We propose

several design rules for designing the Wallace tree in order to be fully testable under the cell fault model. The proposed

low power BIST scheme for the derived multipliers is achieved by: (a) introducing suitable test pattern generators

(TPGs), (b) properly assigning the TPG outputs to the multiplier inputs and (c) significantly reducing the test set length.

Results indicate that the total power dissipated, the average power per test vector and the peak PD during testing can be

reduced up to 73%, 27% and 36% respectively with respect to earlier schemes, depending on the implementation of the

basic cells and the size of the multiplier. The test application time is also significantly reduced, while the introduced

BIST scheme implementation area is small.
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1. Introduction

In complex integrated circuits, low controlla-

bility and observability of embedded blocks im-

pose severe testability problems. In order for the

final chip to become a viable product such em-

bedded blocks must be well tested. Built-in self-test

(BIST) structures [17] are well suited for testing
such embedded blocks, since they cut down the

cost of testing by eliminating the need of external

testing as well as they can apply the test vectors at

speed.

High fault coverage (FC), small area overhead

and small application time have been the tradi-

tional objectives of BIST designers. Even though

these objectives still remain important, a new BIST
design objective, namely low power dissipation
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(PD) during testing, is emerging [2,3,5–8,10,18,

19,21,22], and is expected to become one of the

major objectives in the near future [15].

There are several issues that make the power

dissipated during test application an important

factor:
Reliability issues: Although there is high corre-

lation between consecutive vectors applied to a

circuit during its normal operation, the correlation

between consecutive test vectors is significantly

lower. Therefore the switching activity of a circuit

can be substantially higher during testing than that

during its normal operation [18,19]. Since heat and

power dissipation in CMOS circuits are propor-
tional to switching activity, the increased switching

activity may either cause a circuit under test to be

permanently damaged due to excessive heat dissi-

pation or give rise to metal migration (electro-

migration) that causes the erosion of conductors

and leads to subsequent failure of circuits [20].

This is even more severe in circuits equipped with

BIST since such circuits are tested frequently in the
field.

Technology issues: The multi-chip module

technology, that is becoming highly popular, re-

quires sophisticated probing to bare dies for fully

testing them [12]. Absence of packaging of these

bare dies precludes the traditional heat removal

techniques. In such cases, the power dissipated

during testing can adversely affect the overall yield,
increasing the production cost.

Cost issues: Consumer electronic products typ-

ically require a plastic package which imposes a

strong limit on the energy that can be dissipated.

Excessive dissipation during testing may also pre-

vent periodic testing of battery operated systems

that use an on-line testing strategy.

The reader can refer to [7,19] for a more de-
tailed presentation of the motivations for low PD

during test application.

Several works have been presented in the past

on the reduction of the power dissipated during

testing. In [19] a modified PODEM algorithm was

presented which derives a test set with reduced

switching activity between consecutive test vectors.

In [5] a technique for test vector ordering is pre-
sented to reduce the switching activity of the cir-

cuit during testing. In [18], a test pattern generator

(TPG) for reducing heat dissipation has been

presented based on the use of two LFSRs oper-

ating at different speeds. [10] describes a method

for synthesizing a counter in order to reproduce on

chip a set of pre-computed test patterns, derived

for hard to detect faults, so that the total heat
dissipation is minimized. However, a test set tar-

geting the hard to detect faults of a circuit, has

some characteristics not available to a test set

targeting all faults. In [21] a programmable low

power TPG is proposed. It can be implemented

using linear cellular automata, with external

weighting logic, which realizes the optimal signal

probabilities and activities. The drawback of this
method is the high implementation cost. In a BIST

scheme some vectors generated by the TPG are not

useful for testing purposes. A technique that in-

hibits such consecutive test vectors, by the use of a

three-state buffer and the associated control logic

has been proposed in [6]. The drawbacks of this

method are that it fails to reduce test application

time and suffers from high implementation cost.
Finally, the partitioning of a circuit into two

subcircuits is proposed in [8] so that each subcir-

cuit can be successively tested through two differ-

ent BIST sessions.

The above mentioned techniques try to solve

the general case problem. However there are cases

where exploiting the inherent properties of a class

of circuits may lead to a more efficient low power
BIST scheme. Multipliers are commonly used as

embedded blocks in both general purpose data-

path structures and specialized digital signal pro-

cessors. Effective low power BIST schemes for

both carry save array multipliers and modified

Booth multipliers with carry save addition of the

partial products have recently been proposed in

[2,3].
Wallace tree summation along with Booth en-

coding are the most common techniques for de-

signing fast multiplier blocks. Booth encoding

aims to reduce the number of partial products

whereas Wallace tree summation and carry look-

ahead (CLA) addition in the final stage of the

multiplier aim at the faster addition of the partial

products. A BIST scheme for such multipliers has
recently been proposed in [13]. This BIST scheme

does not take into account the low PD objective.
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We will use this BIST scheme as the basis for our

comparisons.

In this paper we will first introduce several rules

for designing a Wallace tree that is fully testable

under the cell fault model [9] when it receives test

vectors produced by an 8-bit binary counter. The
cell fault model is also used for all other modules

except the CLA adder where single stuck-at faults

are considered. Next, starting from the basis BIST

[13], we will describe a methodology that leads to

a new BIST targeting low PD during test. Our

methodology is based on (a) suitably modifying

the original TPG, (b) properly assigning the TPG

outputs to the multiplier inputs and (c) signifi-
cantly reducing the test set length.

2. Easily testable fast multipliers

We consider n� n multipliers with inputs A ¼
ðAn�1; . . . ;A0Þ and B ¼ ðBn�1; . . . ;B0Þ. An 8�
8 multiplier is given in Fig. 1. The multipliers
that we consider in this paper consist of three

units:

(a) The Booth encoding unit for the multiplier en-

coding and the partial products formation. In

this work we use 2-bit encoding on the B oper-
and and therefore reduce the number of partial

products in half.
(b) The Wallace tree unit which sums the partial

products and produces the sum and carry vec-

tor, and

(c) The CLA unit that produces the final result.

Since these multipliers are used for 2�s comple-
ment multiplication, a sign extension method must

be used. We consider the sign generate method
which adds a constant value to the partial prod-

ucts in order to produce the final result.

The TPG proposed in [13] for such multipliers

(see Fig. 2) consists of an 8-bit counter whose three

outputs are repeatedly used to feed the A input of
the multiplier while the remaining 5 bits are re-

peatedly used to form the input B of the multiplier.
Multiplexers are used to select between normal
inputs and BIST inputs.

The design of the Wallace tree unit can be

done in several ways (using 3-2 compressors, 4-2

Fig. 1. An 8� 8 multiplier with Booth encoding and Wallace tree summation.
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compressors, etc.). The authors of [13] claim that

the 256 vectors of their proposed 8-bit counter

TPG are capable of providing all possible input

combinations to the inputs of every full or half

adder cell. Since they do not propose a specific

method for designing the Wallace tree unit we

could conclude that the above is valid regardless of

the structure used for the Wallace tree. However

this conclusion is incorrect. In [4] we have indi-

cated several Wallace tree structures, based on 3-2
compressors, for which the scheme of [13] cannot

achieve the described goal. In other words, the

Wallace tree structure must follow certain design

rules in order for its cells to receive all possible

input combinations under the application of the

vectors of the 8-bit counter. These design rules are:

Rule I: The partial product bits (PP bits) are

grouped in triplets and summed at the first level of
each Wallace tree. If the number of PP bits mod-

ulo 3 is not equal to zero then the remaining PP

bits are summed at next levels of the Wallace tree

along with carry bits.

Rule II: If a carry occurs at the i� 1 level of a
certain Wallace tree, then this carry should be in-

serted at a level k adder of the succeeding most
significant tree, such that k P i.

Rule III: Every Wallace tree has at most one

half adder which either resides at the last or the

previous to the last level of the tree.

Fig. 3. Part of a Wallace tree unit designed according to Rules I–IV.

Fig. 2. The BIST scheme.
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Rule IV: The sign extension bits are summed

either at the last or the previous to the last level of

each tree. In the latter case a half adder should not

be used.

Rule V: Carry bits that are the outputs of trees

which sum a lot of carry bits of less significance
should be propagated at the highest possible level

of the succeeding tree and if possible added with

the outputs of subtrees that receive only a very

small number of carry bits.

An example demonstrating Rules I–IV is given

in Fig. 3. We have verified the validity of these

design rules by constructing various multipliers

(with operand sizes of n ¼ 8, 12, 16, 24, 32). Their
HDL descriptions can be found in [4].

3. Low power dissipation during testing

3.1. Preliminaries

The primary source of PD in CMOS circuits is
charging and discharging of the capacitances. It is

expected that by reducing the number of transi-

tions at the primary inputs of a circuit, the total

number of transitions at its internal lines will also

be reduced, leading to decreased PD. However,

depending on the circuit structure, the transitions

at some primary inputs may cause more transi-

tions at internal lines than those at other primary
inputs.

In [10,18] a procedure has been presented for

identifying those primary inputs that cause more

transitions at internal lines. Let f ðlÞ denote the
function of line l, and of ðlÞ=oini the Boolean dif-
ference of f ðlÞ with respect to primary input ini.
The latter function indicates whether f ðlÞ is sen-
sitive to changes of input ini. Let P ðof ðlÞ=oiniÞ
denote the probability that function of ðlÞ=oini
evaluates to 1. The PD is then estimated as:

PD ¼ ð1=2ÞV 2dd
X
l

Cl

X
i

P
of ðlÞ
oini

� �
T ðiniÞ ð1Þ

with Cl denoting the capacitance of line l, Vdd the
power supply voltage and T ðiniÞ the number of
transitions of the primary input ini. Therefore, if
we assign a weight w to every primary input ini
such that wðiniÞ ¼

P
l ClP ðof ðlÞ=oiniÞ, then these

weights are a good metric of how many lines of the

circuit, weighted by their associated capacitance,

are affected by primary input ini.

Relation (1) implies that the PD can be reduced

by cutting down the number of transitions at the
inputs of the circuit. The reduction is larger when

the number of transitions at the inputs with greater

weights is reduced. Therefore, the assignment of

the TPG outputs to the circuit inputs is significant.

The reduction of the cardinality of the test set will

also reduce the total number of transitions and

thus the PD.

3.2. Assignment of the TPG outputs to the multiplier

inputs

In this subsection, we address the problem of

properly assigning the TPG outputs to the multi-

plier inputs for achieving low PD. The error ali-

asing calculation of the test response compactor

(TRC) circuit and the estimation of the PD during
testing enforce us to consider specific cell imple-

mentations. Furthermore, since we assume the cell

fault model, more than one cell implementations

must be taken into account. Specifically, three dis-

tinct implementations of the half and full adder

cells, presented respectively in [11,20,1] were con-

sidered. We will refer to these implementations as

Cell 1, Cell 2 and Cell 3 respectively. The consid-
ered implementations for the Booth encoding and

the partial product formation logic are given in

Figs. 4 and 5 respectively.

Fig. 4. The implementation of the Booth encoding cell (r-cell).
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For each one of the specific cell implementa-

tions we computed the primary inputs weights for
multipliers of various sizes and we have verified

that their distribution is independent of the specific

implementation. Comparing any possible pair of

inputs, the input with the larger weight contributes

more than the other to the PD. Since the sum of

weights of B inputs is greater than the sum of

weights of A inputs, the five most significant out-
puts of the TPG should drive the B inputs while its
three least significant outputs should drive the A
inputs.

The outputs of the TPG are repeatedly assigned

to both A and B multiplier inputs. Therefore in
order to assign them to specific multiplier inputs

we sum the weights of the inputs that receive the

same TPG output bit. The results for the sum of

weights for n� n multipliers with n ¼ 8, 16 or 32
are listed in Table 1.

For maximum reduction of the PD, the TPG

outputs with the smallest number of transitions

should be assigned to the inputs with the largest

sum of weights. This assignment is denoted as

‘‘best assignment’’. In Table 2 we present the

savings in PD of the ‘‘best assignment’’ against a

‘‘random assignment’’. Depending on the specific
cell implementation and the size of the multiplier,

‘‘best assignment’’ can lead to PD savings from

2.0% up to 13.1%. For obtaining the results of

Table 2, we have used the zero-delay gate level

power simulator developed in [2]. This power

simulator estimates the PD of the whole circuit

consisting of both the multiplier and the BIST

circuitry.
We can further reduce the number of transitions

at the primary inputs of the multiplier by using as

TPG a Gray instead of a binary counter. Therefore

we decided to encode in Gray both the three and

five output bits of the 8-bit binary counter that

drive A and B multiplier inputs respectively. Table

2 lists the savings in PD that can be accomplished

by using both ‘‘best assignment’’ as well as a Gray

Table 1

Sum of weights of the multiplier inputs

Sum of weights for input B Sum of weights for input A

Pn=5
i¼0 wðbð5iþ4ÞÞ

Pn=5
i¼0 wðbð5iþ3ÞÞ

Pn=5
i¼0 wðbð5iþ2ÞÞ

Pn=5
i¼0 wðbð5iþ1ÞÞ

Pn=5
i¼0 wðbð5iþ0ÞÞ

Pn=3
i¼0 wðað3iþ2ÞÞ

Pn=3
i¼0 wðað3iþ1ÞÞ

Pn=3
i¼0 wðað3iþ0ÞÞ

8� 8 multiplier:

Cell 1 88 115 167 183 192 172 244 241

Cell 2 129 159 234 251 268 243 337 332

Cell 3 116 151 219 235 247 227 315 310

16� 16 multiplier:

Cell 1 757 821 781 844 1002 1211 1196 1395

Cell 2 1222 1307 1253 1354 1621 1947 1910 2210

Cell 3 1096 1190 1137 1226 1455 1755 1731 2002

32� 32 multiplier:

Cell 1 4372 4463 4499 5011 5019 6851 7375 7389

Cell 2 7614 7772 7857 8722 8755 11 901 12 752 12 822

Cell 3 6800 6960 7019 7785 7791 10 629 11 400 11 415

Fig. 5. The implementation of the partial product formation

cell (pp-cell).
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counter TPG. As can be observed by Table 2 the

use of Gray code can increase the PD savings by

approximately 20% in all cases.

3.3. Test length reduction

It is well known that, in BIST schemes, some

vectors generated by the TPG circuits are not

useful for testing purposes. Therefore another way

for reducing the power dissipated during the test

application is to reduce the number of vectors

applied to the circuit under test.

A straightforward approach to this problem is

to use an ATPG tool along with a test set com-
pression program. The result that would be ob-

tained by this method would be an optimal test set

in terms of cardinality but also totally inappro-

priate for implementation as a TPG circuit. This

is because the vectors that would be selected

would have no straight correlation between them.

Therefore, a specially designed circuit would be

required for their generation (in most cases this
would be a finite state machine). Such circuits

apart from requiring large implementation area

may also destroy any possible PD gains attained

by the elimination of the original redundant test

vectors. Another approach, that is not so straight-

forward, is to modify the original TPG so as to

only go through some of its states. This solution

does not guarantee to generate an optimal number
of test vectors but, as long as the original state

sequence is not disrupted a lot, it can be imple-

mented with low area overhead over the original

BIST TPG.

In this paper we follow the second approach.

Our aim is to reduce the number of test vectors

required for exhaustively testing the basic cells of

the multiplier (Booth encoding cells and Wallace
tree full and half adders) except for the CLA adder

at the last stage. By using a logic simulator, we

construct a table with 256 columns and X rows,

with X indicating the number of cells used in the
multiplier. The content of each cell of the table

indicates the input combination that a test vector

applies to the corresponding cell. The ‘‘best as-

signment’’ and the Gray encoding of the TPG
define the order of the test vectors (columns of the

table). Distinct orderings of the test vectors obvi-

ously lead to distinct results.

The next goal is to find a subset of columns in

this table, able to apply all the input combinations

at every cell. Since the cardinality of the initial test

set is small (256 test vectors) the computational

complexity of such a procedure is also small.
Furthermore, since in our case the original TPG

is a counter, this means that we must select large

subsets of consecutive columns. To do so, we di-

vide the test vector sequence into n groups ðG1;
G2; . . . ;GnÞ and mark each one of them as re-

dundant or non-redundant (see Fig. 6). We start

by dividing the 256 columns into 8 groups of 32

consecutive vectors each. The idea behind this
selection is that if a whole group of 32 vectors can

be omitted, then this corresponds to the skipping

of four consecutive states of the 5-bit counter

driving input B of the multiplier. Therefore it can
be easily implemented without increasing sub-

stantially the area of the TPG circuit. Then, the

same procedure is executed for groups of 16 or 8

vectors each. We stopped our iterations at groups
consisting each of 8 vectors. Smaller groups would

require prohibitively large implementation area

for the TPG. The above leads to a TPG area vs.

PD reduction tradeoff. For example, for the 16�
16 multiplier one can make a selection between

the removal of 1 group of 32 vectors or the re-

moval of 5 groups of 16 vectors (see Table 3).

The first solution will result in a smaller area
overhead but will also lead to a smaller reduction

in the PD.

Table 2

Percentages of total PD reduction using best assignment and Gray encoding

8� 8 16� 16 32� 32

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3

Best assignment 13.1 12.7 12.3 8.1 7.8 7.5 2.4 2.0 2.1

Best assignmentþGray encoding 30.5 29.7 29.0 28.7 27.0 26.5 24.7 22.0 22.0
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Examining the various alternatives produced by

the above procedure, we found that the removal of

groups of eight consecutive vectors leads to good

results with a reasonable area increase. For the

16� 16 and 32� 32 multipliers there are respec-
tively 20 and 18 redundant groups of 8 vectors

while the additional area overhead of the TPG

circuit is negligible (1.0% in 16� 16 and 0.3% in

32� 32 multiplier). Therefore, the test set cardi-
nality can be reduced from the original 256 to 96

and 112 vectors respectively.

Although the reduced test sets guarantee ex-

haustive testing of the basic cells, the FC may drop
due to increased error aliasing and undetected

faults of the CLA unit for which we consider the

single stuck-at fault model. Therefore, we need to

verify that the FC obtained, with respect to single

stuck-at faults, by the reduced test sets remains at

high levels. Table 4 lists the FC achieved, assuming

either a rotate carry adder or cascaded compaction

[14] as the TRC, for 8� 8, 16� 16 or 32� 32
multipliers and the three cell implementations.

From Table 4 we can see that there is a slight

increase in the number of undetected faults with

the proposed test set compared to the application

of the 256 initial vectors. These are located at the

CLA unit. Moreover, we can see that due to in-

Table 3

Number of redundant groups vs. group size for 8� 8, 16� 16
and 32� 32 multipliers

Group

size

Number

of groups

Number of redundant groups

8� 8
multiplier

16� 16
multiplier

32� 32
multiplier

32 8 0 1 0

16 16 6 5 6

8 32 20 20 18

Fig. 6. The n groups of the 256 vector sequence are marked as redundant or non-redundant.

Table 4

FC percentages

8� 8 16� 16 32� 32

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3

Test set with 256 vectors

FC without compaction 99.82 99.84 99.84 99.45 99.55 99.55 99.53 99.64 99.64

FC with rotate carry adder 98.72 98.89 98.89 98.99 99.18 99.18 99.29 99.46 99.46

FC with cascaded compaction 99.36 99.44 99.44 99.26 99.40 99.40 99.49 99.61 99.61

Test set with 96 vectors for 8� 8 and 16� 16 and 112 vectors for 32� 32

FC without compaction 99.54 99.60 99.60 99.20 99.35 99.35 99.38 99.52 99.52

FC with rotate carry adder 98.67 98.89 98.89 98.71 98.97 98.95 99.08 99.33 99.31

FC with cascaded compaction 99.31 99.40 99.40 99.16 99.30 99.33 99.37 99.52 99.52

Test set with 168 vectors for 8� 8, 16� 16 and 32� 32

FC without compaction 99.73 99.76 99.76 99.30 99.43 99.43 99.44 99.57 99.57

FC with rotate carry adder 98.81 98.97 98.97 98.99 99.18 99.18 99.16 99.36 99.36

FC with cascaded compaction 99.45 99.52 99.52 99.24 99.38 99.38 99.43 99.56 99.56
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creased error aliasing the FC may drop below the

acceptable level of 99% when a rotate carry adder

is used as TRC. The use of a more effective accu-

mulator-based TRC such as cascaded compaction

solves the aliasing problem in all cases.

One may also want to have a uniform test set
for all examined n� n multipliers (n ¼ 8, 16 or 32)
generated by a uniform TPG. We derived such a

test set consisting of 168 test vectors. The FC at-

tained by this test set is presented also in Table 4

and is in all cases above the acceptable level of 99%

when cascaded compaction is used. We have to

note that in 32� 32 multipliers, the rotate carry
adder test response compaction scheme provides
always FC greater than 99%.

Table 5 presents the savings in total, average

per vector and peak PD when the reduced test sets

along with ‘‘best assignment’’ and Gray encod-

ing are used. The total power reduction achieved

varies from 64.8% to 72.8%. The average PD re-

duction per vector varies from 19.6% to 27.4%,

while the reduction of the peak PD varies from

16.8% to 36.0%. The test application time is also

reduced from 56.3% to 62.5%.

To obtain the above comparison results, our
gate-level simulator assumes a zero-delay gate

model. The authors of [16] report that there is a

correlation between the PD of a circuit assuming a

zero-delay and the PD assuming a general delay

model. Hence, using a zero-delay approximation is

reasonable. The reductions in the total power

dissipated are expected to be even greater if glit-

ches are also taken into account, since the switch-
ing activity of the internal nodes of the multiplier

is reduced during the application of the reduced

test sets.

Table 6 presents the savings in PD that can be

obtained by the uniform test set when combined

Table 5

PD reduction percentages using best assignment, Gray encoding and test set reduction

Multiplier (number of vectors) Total power reduction

(%)

Average power reduction per vector

(%)

Peak power reduction

(%)

8� 8 (96) Cell 1 72.8 27.4 17.5

Cell 2 72.4 26.3 24.8

Cell 3 72.1 25.5 16.8

16� 16 (96) Cell 1 72.6 26.8 24.1

Cell 2 72.0 25.3 27.1

Cell 3 71.7 24.4 22.4

32� 32 (112) Cell 1 66.1 22.5 31.0

Cell 2 64.9 19.8 36.0

Cell 3 64.8 19.6 30.2

Table 6

PD reduction percentages using best assignment, Gray encoding and uniform test set of 168 vectors

Multiplier Total power reduction (%) Average power reduction per vector (%) Peak power reduction (%)

8� 8 Cell 1 52.5 27.6 24.0

Cell 2 51.9 26.6 25.4

Cell 3 51.2 25.7 21.1

16� 16 Cell 1 51.7 26.4 24.1

Cell 2 50.6 24.7 27.1

Cell 3 50.1 23.9 22.4

32� 32 Cell 1 48.9 22.2 28.4

Cell 2 47.1 19.4 34.3

Cell 3 47.0 19.2 27.5
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with ‘‘best assignment’’ and Gray encoding. Com-

paring Tables 5 and 6 we can see that average

power per vector and peak power savings are

similar in both cases. We can also observe that the

total PD savings in this case are smaller but

the uniform test set is still able to reduce the total
PD by half with respect to the original BIST

scheme [13].

4. Conclusions

Fast multipliers based on Booth encoding and

Wallace tree summation of the partial products are
used as embedded blocks in both general purpose

datapath structures and specialized digital signal

processors. In this paper we analyzed their test-

ability characteristics and proposed several design

rules in order tomake theirWallace tree summation

unit fully testable under the cell fault model when

the multiplier inputs are driven by an 8-bit counter

TPG. As quality and cost related issues make the
low power feature a necessity for BIST schemes, we

presented a methodology for deriving a novel low

power BIST scheme. We showed how the low

power objective can be achieved by: (a) proper as-

signment of the TPG outputs to the multiplier in-

puts, (b) the use of Gray counter TPG and (c) the

reduction of the test set. Our methodology is able to

provide the BIST designer with alternate solutions,
each having distinct power reduction, implemen-

tation area and FC characteristics.
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